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Saturn’s rings are an accessible exemplar of astrophysical disk processes, and
a delicate tracer of the Saturn system’s dynamical processes and history. We
present close-range remote sensing data of the main rings from the Cassini
spacecraft. We find structures related to the detailed sculpting of rings by
embedded masses, and evidence that impactors into the F ring are Saturn-
orbiting streams of material. We find fine-scaled correlation in the B ring
among optical depth and spectral properties and temperature, but anti-correlation
in strong density waves in the A ring. We find a lack of spectral difference be-
tween plateaux and the rest of the C ring. We find sharply banded texture belts
throughout the rings, and that the region outward of the Keeler gap is spec-
trally distinct from nearby regions. These results are likely related to radial
stratification in particle properties, rather than in chemical composition.
Saturn’s main rings (1) are the regions known as the A, B, C, and F rings and the Cassini
Division, which together constitute a broad dense disk of orbiting particles lying in the equa-
torial plane between 74,600 and 140,200 km (that is, 1.2 to 2.3 Saturn radii) from Saturn’s
center. The normal optical depth (2) in the main rings is at least τn & 0.1, and in some locations
τn  1. Particle composition is dominated by water ice, with trace contaminants, and particle
size ranges from millimeters to meters (though a few localities, including the F ring, are rich in
dust). By contrast, the dusty rings are inward (the D ring) and outward (the E and G rings) of
the main rings, have τn  0.1, and are dominated by micron-sized particles (3).
The 13-year mission of the Cassini spacecraft at Saturn culminated in two stages. During the
Ring Grazing Orbits (RGO), from December 2016 to April 2017, Cassini executed near-polar
orbits that crossed the ring plane just outward of the F ring, providing close-range viewing
of the outer portion of the main rings. During the Grand Finale (GF), from April to Septem-
ber 2017, the orbit shifted so closest approach to Saturn was inward of the D ring, passing a few
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thousand km above Saturn’s cloud tops, providing close-range flybys of the inner portion of the
main rings. We present and analyze optical remote sensing data taken during these flybys (4).
We use data from Cassini’s Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) (5), Visual and Infrared Map-
ping Spectrometer (VIMS) (6), Composite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS) (7), and Ultraviolet
Imaging Spectrograph (UVIS) (8).
Ring structure: Embedded moons and propellers
Each ring particle follows its own orbit around the planet. However, collective effects, including
collisions and mutual self-gravity, affect the structure of the rings, as do interactions with larger
orbiting objects. Moons ranging in size from Titan to Pan raise spiral density and bending waves
in the ring (9–11). Moderate-sized moons Pan (radius R ∼ 14 km) and Daphnis (R ∼ 4 km)
orbit within the outer part of the A ring and clear sharp-edged gaps (the Encke and Keeler gaps,
respectively). Moons that are smaller than this, but still substantially larger than the largest
continuum ring particles, create local disturbances that have been dubbed “propellers,” due to
their shape (12).
Propellers are similar in principle to a circumferential gap like the Encke or Keeler gap,
except that the embedded moon’s influence is overcome some distance downstream as the gap
is filled in by the viscosity of the disk. Swarms of relatively small propellers, likely due to
embedded moons ∼100 m in size, are present in the Propeller Belts of the mid-A ring (13–
15). There are probably more than 106 propellers over the several thousand km annulus of the
Propeller Belts (15). Solitary larger propellers, likely due to embedded moons ∼1 km in size,
orbit beyond the Encke gap (16). At least a half-dozen of the latter have had their orbits tracked
for the duration of the Cassini mission, and their shifting orbital attributes have been analyzed
theoretically (12).
Among the science objectives of the RGO and GF (presented in Fig. 1) were close-range
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flybys of Pan and Daphnis (17) and of three large propellers (namely, those nicknamed Ble´riot,
Earhart, and Santos-Dumont), as well as high-resolution imaging of the Propeller Belts.
Daphnis and its vicinity: A false-color mosaic of Daphnis and its vicinity is shown in
Fig. 1a. Daphnis itself is discussed in a companion paper (17); here we focus on the ring
material perturbed by Daphnis. The image conveys the dichotomy in brightness and color that
occurs at the Keeler gap (see below).
Immediately to the lower-left of Daphnis in Fig. 1a, within the gap, a strand of material is
seen to follow a looping streamline. This material was likely pulled out of the sharp edge of the
gap by a recent passage of Daphnis, and is now spreading along its streamline due to keplerian
shear (18). Cassini was 13.5◦ above the ring plane when this image was taken, and the wavy
edges of the Keeler gap are known to have a vertical component due to the orbital inclination
of Daphnis (19), so the streamline seen here may be vertical and/or in-plane, which cannot be
disentangled due to projection effects.
Downstream of Daphnis (which is trailing on the outer edge of the gap, but leading on
the inner edge, due to keplerian shear), the edge is scalloped with a characteristic wavelength
equal to 3pi∆a, where ∆a is the difference in semimajor axis between Daphnis and the gap
edge (12). It was previously known that the wavy edges due to Daphnis die away only a few
wavecrests downstream, while those due to Pan in the edges of the Encke gap persist for the
entire circumferential extent of the gap (20–22). Fig. 1a shows structure in the third wavecrest
downstream of Daphnis. The trailing structure in the outer edge is seen on the left-hand side of
Fig. 1a, and magnified in Fig. 1b. Macroscopic clumps of ring particles, which are not visible in
the first or second wavecrest, dominate the third wavecrest, as the effects of Daphnis diminish.
Furthermore, a gap or rift appears between the clump-studded wavecrest and the rest of the
ring. We interpret this as a vertical feature: the ribbon of material may be rising above the
ring plane, having been launched by the inclination of Daphnis, with the line of sight (due to
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Cassini’s oblique viewing angle) passing through the vertical gap. As evidence for this, further
downstream (in the left-hand portion of Fig. 1b), the same ribbon of material can be seen to
pass behind the main portion of the ring, from Cassini’s point of view. This hypothesis does
not exclude some degree of simultaneous radial structure in the third wavecrest. The difference
in appearance between the third wavecrest and the first two may be partly due to a shroud of
smaller particles (whose structure perhaps is primarily radial) that smooths the appearance of the
first two wavecrests, which may have been absorbed into larger clumps in the third wavecrest.
The propeller belts: The propellers observed (13) in close-range images taken during Sat-
urn orbit insertion (SOI), were substantially smaller than those seen in the Propeller Belts during
the remainder of the Cassini mission (14,15). Fig. 1c shows propellers of a similar size to those
seen during SOI. We identified and analyzed 41 propellers in this image (4). We find a sub-
stantial range in propeller sizes, with the largest propellers being more than four times as large
as the smallest (Table S1). We also find that the population density, average size, and size
distribution may vary significantly with ring radius on finer scales than previously identified
(Fig. S1), particularly in the vicinity of a moderately strong density wave. This implies that
some combination of the parent bodies, subsequent evolution, and/or visibility of propellers is
highly radially stratified.
Giant propellers: Close-range flyby images of propellers Ble´riot and Earhart are shown in
Figs. 1d and 1e, respectively. Ble´riot was captured on the unlit side of the rings, where regions
can be dark because of low optical depth (insufficient material to scatter sunlight towards the
camera) or because optical depths are so high that the region is opaque. Earhart was captured
on the lit side, where brightness usually increases monotonically as a function of optical depth.
Additionally, close-range flybys captured images of propeller Santos-Dumont on both the lit
and unlit sides of the rings, in images taken on both sides of ring-plane crossing during a single
RGO pass (Fig. S2).
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Complex structure is seen in all these images. The dark band through the center of Ble´riot,
which is due to the disturbed region being opaque, extends further downstream than the simi-
lar dark band in the unlit-side image of Santos-Dumont, likely indicating higher surface mass
densities.
Scalloping is present on the inner edges of the perturbed regions, analogous to patterns seen
on the edges of the Encke and Keeler gaps. Equating the wavelength of the scalloping with
3pi∆a, and taking the full-width of the gap (i.e., twice ∆a) to be 4× the Hill radius rH (23),
where rH ≡ a(m/3M)1/3 for Saturn’s mass M and the central moon’s mass m and semimajor
axis a, we calculate ∆a ' 2rH to be 1.0 km for Santos-Dumont, and 1.6 km for Ble´riot.
The Hill radii imply masses of 7 × 1014 g for the central moon of Santos-Dumont, and
3 × 1015 g for that of Ble´riot. Most likely the actual size of each central moon is similar to
its Hill radius (16), so that its bulk density is equal to the critical density for this region of the
A ring, which is ∼0.4 g cm−3 (24)), so that the above-calculated ∆a approximates the triaxial
moon’s longest axis.
The central propeller moon for each of these close-range propellers should be 2 − 3 pixels
across in these images. However, we do not detect them, likely because they are obscured by
the disturbed ring material swirling around them.
Ring structure: Texture belts
The main rings appear smooth in most images, though a clumpy straw-like texture has been
identified in the troughs of strong density waves (25, 26). Other textures have been dimly per-
ceptible in images throughout the Cassini mission, but have not been previously described or
analyzed in any detail.
The RGO and GF images show several classes of ring texture, in well-defined radial bands,
which do not correlate with other ring properties. Examples of these textures are shown in
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Fig. 2.
There is growing evidence that some of the sharply-bounded features in the main rings
are not due to changes in surface mass density, and thus must be due to variations in particle
properties (27,28). Composition, particle size, and regolith character (29) are candidate causes,
though it is not clear how ring particles are sorted according to these properties. We find that
these ring textures are localized into sharply defined radial bands (Fig. 2). We speculate that
this may be due to differences in how ring particles bounce off each other when they collide,
and thus might be correlated with regolith character (30).
Clumpy straw-like texture is seen not only in the troughs of strong density waves (Fig. 2a),
but also in smaller waves such as those due to Prometheus (Fig. 2b) and at other types of
locations. At 124,230 km from Saturn’s center (in the inner A ring), a region characterized by
fine-scale radial structure that is not well understood, a 100-km radial band exhibits clumpy
structure while the regions around it do not (Fig. 2c). The clumpy texture at this location is
correlated with a relatively bright band, but other relative brightness maxima nearby do not
exhibit clumpy texture. The clumpy texture at this location is not associated with any spiral
density wave, though such waves do occur at adjacent locations.
Many locations in the B ring (e.g., Fig. 2d) exhibit a more elongated texture. This streaky or
feathery texture is often correlated with local minima in optical depths (though all optical depths
are quite high in this region), which appear dark in lit-side images such as Fig. 2d. The landmark
triple-humped belt in the outer Cassini Division also exhibits feathery texture (Fig. S3). Here
the dark (gap-like) streaks are more discrete and may be related to features termed “ghosts”
identified in UVIS occultations (31).
Another streaky texture appears in all 10 of the narrow and sharp-edged increases in bright-
ness and optical depth in the C ring known as “plateaux.” For example, Plateau P1 (Fig. 2e)
exhibits streaky texture, while the non-plateau C ring material around it exhibits either clumpy
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texture or no texture at all. Plateau P5 also exhibits streaky texture (Fig. S4). Their surface mass
densities do not appear to be markedly different from those of the background C ring (32), so
their defining characteristic must be related to particle properties (33).
An occultation of the star κ Orionis by the rings was observed using UVIS (4). Gaps&20 m
across were seen in the plateaux, with an average separation of 0.5 − 1 km. We modeled the
plateaux with a simplified bi-modal transparency model using 19 UVIS stellar occultations (4).
This model yields gap widths of 10−100 m and vertical thicknesses of the plateaux of 10−40 m.
These average gap widths may represent the narrowest in a range of gap sizes, observable only
with the high spatial resolution of the stellar occultations, with the dark streaks seen in the
images being gaps on the wider end of the distribution.
Ring structure: F ring objects
Images of the F ring core obtained during the RGO and GF (Fig. 3) confirm the existence of a
population of smaller objects by the detection of their associated mini-jets (34). While the core
has an irregular, jagged shape (35, their Fig. 4), the population of mini-jets visible in Figs. 3d
and 3e are all in phase, implying that they formed from a set of objects that collided with the
core almost simultaneously. This observation suggests that, rather than representing a random
population of small, colliding objects, the mini-jets in Figs. 3d and 3e had a common origin,
probably as the result of a breakup of a single object. This supports previous inferences (36,37)
that impacts onto the rings may sometimes be due to Saturn-orbiting streams of material rather
than to lone impacting objects. There is additional evidence for this in the Fig. 3b inset, where a
collection of objects extending over ∼0.05◦ (∼100 km) appears to have recently emerged from
the core. We interpret this feature as a more compact version of the multiple objects seen to
cause the mini-jets in Figs. 3d and 3e. The calculated velocities (4) of∼1.4 m s−1 are consistent
with those of previously-observed mini-jets (34).
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We observe a narrow component in the F ring, 1 − 2 km in radial extent but perhaps un-
resolved, located ∼10 km radially inward of the center of the bright core and visible in ∼50%
of Fig. 3a (i.e. extending over ∼2◦). Although evidence for such a component has been seen
before (35, their Fig. 4h), we infer from Fig. 3d that the original impact events that produced
the mini-jet features in this part of the F ring originated when the source objects collided with
the narrow component, implying the existence of substantial mass at this location. It has been
suggested (38) that the true core of the F ring consists of discontinuous ring arcs, < 1 km in
radial width, each extending over ∼2◦ in longitude, wherein most of the F ring’s mass is con-
tained. The observations in Fig. 3 do not constrain the mass of the F ring but they do provide
supporting evidence for this interpretation and imply that the true core of the F ring may be
radially offset from the brighter components that are more commonly seen.
Ring composition, particle size, and grain size
The reflectance spectrum of Saturn’s main rings in the ultraviolet (UV), visible, and near-
infrared (IR) regions is dominated by fine-grained crystalline water ice with relatively small
amounts of non-icy material (39, 40). The latter seems to consist of two distinct components.
The first is responsible for the strong absorption at ultraviolet and blue wavelengths that gives
the rings their pale tan or reddish color, and is now generally thought to be either organic in
nature (41–43) or nano-phase particles of metallic iron or iron-oxides (44), while the second
component is a spectrally-neutral absorber generally assumed to be silicates and/or carbon (45).
Together, this icy mixture makes up the regolith coating the surfaces of the individual ring
particles, whose sizes range from a few millimeters up to ∼5 meters (39,46–50).
The UV absorber appears to be present as inclusions within the individual grains of water
ice (sometimes referred to as an intra-mix) and its abundance increases monotonically with
proximity to Saturn (51–53). Its nature has been debated (54), though it is suspected to be a
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primordial component of the rings. Recent observations and modeling (43) favor an organic
material, perhaps tholins or mixtures of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs). Large
organic molecules have been detected falling into Saturn’s upper atmosphere (55), which may
have come from the D ring. The neutral absorber, on the other hand, is inferred to be intimately
mixed with the icy grains (i.e., as separate particles in close proximity, like a mixture of salt
and pepper), and is most abundant in the optically-thin C ring and Cassini Division (52). It may
be produced by the exposure of the originally-pure icy rings to bombardment by interplanetary
debris (45).
Previous observations by Cassini have shown small-scale spatial variations in the main
rings’ visible and near-IR spectrum (51, 56). VIMS spectra have revealed that regolith grains
are larger in the A and B rings; grain size and/or composition varies locally in the vicinity of
strong density waves in the A ring and at several locations in the B and C rings (52, 53, 57).
UVIS optical depth variance measurements have yielded similar conclusions about small-scale
variations in the ring particle-size distribution (33).
Color and spectral variations: During the final orbits of the Cassini mission, high-resolution
multi-color and spectral scans were taken across the entire ring system, covering both the lit and
unlit sides of the rings (Figs. 4 and 5).
Color imaging with ISS was conducted at a resolution of ∼3 km px−1, though this is a
lower resolution than for the black-and-white images (e.g., Figs. 1 and 2). Fig. 4a displays
a composite of true and enhanced color images (bottom two panels), with context given by a
single unlit-face image (upper panel) in which darker bands are more optically thick. The pale
tan color seen in the middle panel is generally not perceptible in a telescope, especially because
Saturn is a yellowish tan itself (see below). Fig. 4b is an enhanced color composite from early
in the Cassini mission, illustrating the different color outward of the Keeler Gap.
The observing mode for VIMS (4) resulted in a single, continuous image of the A, B, and
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C rings (referred to as a noodle) 64 pixels wide by ∼1000 pixels long. The spatial resolution
ranges from∼ 30−60 km px−1, the gradient in resolution from one end of a noodle to the other
being due to the changing spacecraft range. In the VIMS false color images shown in Fig. 5, the
red channel corresponds to the center of a strong water ice absorption band, so reddish colors
in the images signify less ice absorption, while the blue channel corresponds to a much weaker
water ice band. The green channel is a continuum wavelength. The red color is most evident
in the C ring and Cassini Division, but also in the extreme outer part of the A ring. The inner
B ring also has slightly weaker ice bands than does the outer B or A rings (4).
Fig. 6 plots a set of standard spectral parameters for the main rings, derived from the VIMS
lit-side scan on Rev 287 (58) and rebinned to a sampling interval of 20 km. Fig. 6a shows
two representative brightness profiles of the rings at continuum wavelengths. Fig. 6c shows an
optical depth profile of the rings for context, derived from a VIMS stellar occultation. In Fig. 6b
are plotted water-ice band depths at 1.5 and 2.0 µm, calculated from the average spectrum for
each radial bin (4). Also shown are spectral slopes in the visible portion of the spectrum,
between 0.35 and 0.55 µm and between 0.55 and 0.85 µm (these are sometimes called the
blue slope and the red slope, respectively, after the spectral regions where they are centered,
rather than their shapes) Also plotted is the height of the 3.6 µm peak, which is defined by
strong absorptions at 3 µm and ∼4.5 µm, using the continuum level at 1.8 µm as a reference
(4,51, 52, 57).
As seen in previous work (51,52), ice band depths are greatest in the outer half of the B ring
and the outer two-thirds of the A ring, and lowest in the inner C ring and the Cassini Division.
Band depths decrease smoothly from the middle A ring into the outer Cassini Division, and
also from the innermost part of the B ring into the outer C ring, and then decrease further across
the C ring. We confirm that regional transitions in band depths are gradual (51, 52), except we
identify a more abrupt transition at the Keeler Gap (see below). More detailed views of portions
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of Fig. 6 are shown in Figs. S9–S11.
Consistent with previous observations (51, 52, 57) we find that the fine-scale variations in
the 0.35 − 0.55 µm slope and the IR water ice band depths in the A and B rings are well
correlated. These curves exhibit very similar shapes down to the spatial resolution limit of
the scans, and these parameters are more closely correlated with each other than either is with
the ring brightness I/F (59). The 0.35-0.55 µm slope and ice bands show different behaviors
within the lower optical depth C ring and Cassini Division, as well as across the transitions
between those rings and the innermost B and A rings. Detailed spectro-photometric modeling
of VIMS observations of the A, B, and C rings (40, 52) reveal that these varying trends can
be attributed to a combination of variable particle regolith properties and compositions across
the rings. For example, most of the fine-scale variations in the 0.35 − 0.55 µm slope and ice
bands across the A and B rings can be attributed to shifts in grain sizes, while the deviations
between these parameters in the lower optical depth C ring and Cassini Division are due to
higher concentrations of darkening materials (neutral absorber) in those regions (40). After
accounting for these variations, the differences between the overall trends across the inner B
ring between the 0.35 − 0.55 µm slope and the ice band strengths could be due to an increase
in the fractional abundances of the UV absorber closer to the planet (52).
While the 0.55−0.85 µm slope shows some of the same features in the A and B rings as the
other spectral parameters, its overall behavior is quite different and so traces a different aspect
of the rings’ texture or composition. In particular, the 0.55 − 0.85 µm slope is elevated in the
middle part of the C ring, which is consistent with evidence for enhanced silicate or carbon-rich
material at that location inferred from radio wavelengths (60).
A ring: In the A ring, halos of reduced water-ice band depth around the strong density waves
are seen in the VIMS observations. In Fig. S9 we plot the band depths in the A ring at a larger
scale, together with profiles of the 0.35− 0.55 µm and 0.55− 0.85 µm slopes (though the latter
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is fairly uniform in this region). Apart from the general inward decrease in band depths noted
above, the most prominent features in the A ring profile are the peaks and dips seen at each of
the strong density waves, especially those due to Janus. Centered on each of the Janus 4:3, 5:4
and 6:5 resonances there is a peak in all ice band-depths — and in the 0.35− 0.55 µm spectral
slope — symmetrically flanked by a region of reduced band depths. These features have been
dubbed “halos” (51), from VIMS SOI data. The overall radial width of each halo is∼ 1000 km,
which is much larger than the extent of the density waves associated with these resonances,
and the halos are centered on the waves. The halo associated with the Mimas 5:3 resonance
is less evident, even though it is one of the strongest density waves in the A ring. (the nearby
Mimas 5:3 bending wave at 131,800 km shows neither peak nor halo in the band depth profiles.)
Although the reason for the peaks and halos remains unclear, they may reflect an increase in the
inter-particle collision rate within the density wave itself (exposing fresh, coarser-grained ice
from deeper layers in the ring particles), accompanied by the ejection of debris that falls back
onto the surrounding regions (which may reduce their mean grain size by spreading a cloud of
small icy particles). UVIS optical depth variance results support this conclusion (33).
There are several ripples in the band depths and 0.35− 0.55 µm slope in the innermost part
of the A ring, inwards of 124,500 km. There are two moderately strong density waves in this
region, due to the Pandora 5:4 and Prometheus 6:5 resonances, and the optical depth profile
shows several sharp peaks in this neighborhood, but there is no correlation between the band
depths and either the resonances or optical depth structure (61).
The region around and outward of the Keeler gap is less red, less backscattering, and has
weaker ice bands than the rest of the A ring, as noted first in Voyager data (39,62), and striking
color variations are seen in early Cassini images such as Fig. 4b, where the color transition is
very sharp and coincides with the location of the gap. In our observations, the spectral variations
appear to start near 136,200 km and extend across the gap to the ring’s outer edge at 136,770 km.
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They include decreases in both ice band depths and the 0.35− 0.55 µm slope (Figs. 6 and S9),
accompanied by an increase in the continuum brightness of the rings beyond the Keeler gap.
This region is also known to have a lower surface mass density (63) and different particle-size
properties (49,50, 64) from the rest of the A ring.
It remains unknown whether the spectral difference of the trans-Keeler region implies a
different composition and origin of the underlying material, or something else. Figs. 6b and S9
suggest weaker water ice bands in the trans-Keeler region. This may imply less water ice,
and less of the accompanying organic reddening material. However, this hypothesis is difficult
to reconcile with the relatively high reflectivity (I/F ) in the same region, as seen in Figs. 6a
and S9. A finer regolith grain size outside the Keeler gap could explain all three observations:
flatter (less-red) visual wavelength spectra, higher I/F , and weaker ice bands, whether or not
the material has an intrinsically different composition.
B ring: The B ring, the most opaque and massive of Saturn’s main rings (65), is conven-
tionally divided into 4 or 5 sub-regions, based on varying structure and mean optical depth (66).
The innermost or B1 region, between radii of 92,000 and 99,000 km, has a normal optical depth
τn of 1−2 and is characterized by smooth, quasi-sinusoidal variations in τn and brightness with
typical length scales of ∼ 100 km (67). B1 is uniform in its spectral parameters (51), and in its
optical colors (68,69). Our VIMS data in Fig. 6 show very little variation in this region, except
for a modest inward increase in both the 0.35−0.55 µm and 0.55−0.85 µm slopes and a slight
drop in the ice band depths towards the C ring ramp over the innermost 500 km.
The B2 region is a zone of transition between the relatively low-optical-depth B1 region and
the opaque B3 region (outward of 104,000 km) where τn > 3 almost everywhere and frequently
exceeds 5. The B2 region is characterized by a series of abrupt local transitions in τn, between a
minimum of∼2 and a maximum of 5 or greater, at irregular intervals of 40−200 km. The VIMS
data for this region (shown at a larger scale in Fig. S10) show a positive correlation between the
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IR ice band depths, the 0.35 − 0.55 µm slope and τn, with every peak (or dip) in band depth
being associated with a maximum (or minimum) in τn. At somewhat lower spatial resolution, a
similar relationship between optical depth and ice band depths was previously demonstrated for
the whole B ring (52); our data show that this correlation also holds down to the 50 − 100 km
scale in the B2 region. The correlation of optical depth with I/F is much weaker, with peaks
in τn being associated with both maxima and minima in I/F in this region. This suggests that
much of the I/F variations in the central B ring are due to variations in albedo and/or phase
function rather than particle density — a conclusion previously drawn from Voyager imaging
data (68).
Fig. 4a shows a high-resolution ISS color image, also of the B2 region. There are sharp
boundaries between the discrete ∼ 100 km wide bands in this region, which Cassini radio
occultation data have shown to be even sharper than the ISS resolution (66). The narrow ringlets
in the middle of this figure are about 40 km wide, while the broader bands near the right edge
are 300−500 km across. It remains unclear what causes the variable brightness of these ringlets
and bands; the inherent reflectivity of the ring particle material, shadowing on their surfaces,
their absolute abundance, and/or their packing density, may all play a role. The bottom panel of
Fig. 4a is a color-enhanced version of the middle panel, in which blue colors indicate a “less red”
or flatter spectrum at visible wavelengths than the redder colors, which mean a steeper-than-
average spectrum. Observations by Voyager showed these color variations at lower resolution
(68, 69); we find that that such well-defined color contrasts are sharply defined even down to
the 3 km radial scale.
Across the very opaque B3 and B4 regions, between radii of 99,000 and 115,000 km (66),
we find only small variations in the VIMS ice band depths or the 0.35 − 0.55 µm slope. A
series of six low-amplitude oscillations in the band depths between 112,500 and 114,200 km
are positively correlated with similar variations in both τn and I/F (52). Only within∼1300 km
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of the outer edge of the B ring is there a small but distinct decrease in all four of these spectral
indicators, followed by an abrupt upturn in the final 500 km.
An exception to the generally flat band depths in this central part of the B ring is a broad
but shallow dip in the ice band depths and 0.35 − 0.55 µm slope centered at 109,100 km and
an even shallower dip centered at 107,400 km. These two features coincide with prominent
peaks in I/F but with no obvious features in the optical depth profile. They may represent
halos associated with the otherwise-invisible density waves that are expected to be driven by
the Prometheus and Pandora 3:2 resonances (52), as seen in the A ring (Fig. S9). Both dips are
located 500− 600 km exterior to the actual resonance locations (52). Two similar shallow dips
in the band depths are seen in the outermost part of the B ring, at 115,700 and 116,500 km,
and bear a similar spatial relationship to the Enceladus 3:1 and Janus 3:2 resonances. This
region is quite complex, with several other potentially interfering resonances due to Mimas and
Prometheus (70).
C ring: Large-scale variations across the C ring visible in Fig. 6 include a steady inward
decrease in IR band depths and the 0.35− 0.55 µm slope parameter. On a finer scale, the most
obvious structural features in the C ring are the plateaux. A typical plateau is ∼150 km wide,
with fairly abrupt edges and a peak optical depth of ∼0.4. They were detected in Voyager im-
ages (1) but are of unknown origin. Measurements of surface mass densities in the C ring (32)
indicate that the plateau mass densities are similar to that of the adjacent background C ring
(τn ' 0.1), suggesting that their particle size distribution may be quite different (fewer particles
in the meter-size range). VIMS observations at SOI yielded a marginal detection of variation in
ice band depths between the plateaux and background regions (51). There is no discernible sig-
nature of the plateaux in the lit-side profiles of ice band depths, but there is a weak enhancement
in the 0.35− 0.55 µm slope parameter, which may be due to a local increase in the abundance
of the UV absorber (52).
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In the outer C ring (Fig. S11), the VIMS spectral data show that the 0.35 − 0.55 µm slope
again tracks the depth of the ice band at 1.55 µm, although the profiles for the C ring are noisier
at visible wavelengths. These data show very little difference, if any, in spectral characteristics
between the plateaux and the background. In several cases a very small increase in band depths
within the plateaux may be detectable, at the level of 0.01 or 0.02, or 1.5−3%. These signatures
are more apparent in the 0.35− 0.55 µm slope than in any of the IR ice bands.
Correlation with optical depth: Color variations and spectral variations often imply com-
positional variations. However, this is not necessarily correct in Saturn’s rings. Fig. 4a shows
that ring color correlates with optical depth down to the smallest scales discernible: optically
thicker bands (darker in the top panel) are redder. A similar correlation between optical depth,
ice band depths and spectral slope is visible in Fig. S9 and discussed above. The intrinsic com-
position is unlikely to vary in such a correlated way and on such small radial scales. Meteoroid
bombardment spreads ejecta around the rings on 100 km radial scales, smoothing out any such
variations (71). On the other hand, variable optical depth might lead to other local changes in
ring particle and/or ring layer properties. Collisional dynamics in regions of varying optical
depth can lead to varying volume or packing density of particles, which might affect the degree
of multiple interparticle scattering. Multiple scattering is known to enhance spectral contrast
and the ring material is red, so more multiple scattering can make a region redder and also
increase the relative depths of absorption bands (72). The local packing density can also lead
to nonclassical scattering effects (e.g., shadowing) which can affect the ring brightness as a
function of particle albedo, also affecting spectral contrast (73). The frequency and/or speed of
collisions may also vary between regions of different optical depth, and this constant jostling can
affect the roughness, porosity, or grain size in the surfaces of the local particles (30, 52, 74, 75).
Shadows on rough particle surfaces can change the particle phase function (76) in such a way
as to exaggerate spectral contrasts at moderate to high phase angles. Monte Carlo models (4)
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of scattering in closely-packed rings verified against similar models (40, 73, 77) suggest that
the simplest explanation of the optical-depth-dependent reddening is increased multiple scat-
tering in the optically thicker regions by the already reddish ring particles, given particle phase
functions and surface reflectances like those of the ring particles (43), in the geometry of the
observation (the ISS image in Fig. 4a was taken at a relatively high phase angle, defined as
Sun-target-observer angle, of α = 110◦). At shorter wavelengths, particle albedos are low
enough that multiple scattering is minimal, leading to the variable reddening. So, the fine-scale
color variations are consistent with a generally invariant composition, at least on 10 − 100 km
lengthscales.
Ring temperature
CIRS measured the thermal emission from Saturn’s main rings – the A, B, and C rings, and
the Cassini Division (7, 78, 79). During the Ring-Grazing orbits, CIRS obtained radial scans at
spatial resolutions ranging from 260 − 470 km for the A ring to 660 − 930 km for the C ring
for both their lit (northern) and unlit (southern) sides. Temperature T of the ring material were
derived from spectra measured with focal plane 1 (FP1) between 10 and 600 cm−1 (17 µm to
1 mm) at a spectral resolution of 15 cm−1. Rings were viewed nearly face-on for both the lit
and unlit sides at absolute spacecraft elevation angles B (defined with respect to the ring plane)
between 70◦ and 83◦, and at phase angles of α ∼ 60◦ for the lit side and α ∼ 120− 130◦ for the
unlit side (Table S2). The representative ring temperatures and associated scaling factors were
derived from Planck functions fitted to FP1 spectral data (80).
The lit-side temperatures varied from 80 to 100 K and the unlit-side temperatures varied
from 70 to 90 K (Fig. 7). The radially-averaged ring temperatures were (C: 93 K, B: 85 K,
CD: 88 K, A: 84 K) on the lit face and (C: 87 K, B: 73 K, CD: 80 K, A: 78 K) on the unlit face.
Ring temperatures are driven by direct solar flux, solar flux reflected from Saturn, and Saturn
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thermal flux, and depend on the transport of heat vertically through the rings via radiation,
conduction, and particle transport. The flux due to Saturn-shine falls off approximately as the
square of the distance from Saturn, and the Solar flux varies with the sine of the solar elevation
angle above the ring plane. The optically thin C ring and Cassini Division are warmer than the
optically thick A and B rings because incident flux from the Sun and Saturn penetrates through
the ring, resulting in more efficient heating (81). The magnitudes of the thermal radiation
emitted from the lit and unlit sides of the C ring and Cassini Division are consistent with the
unlit side being in thermal equilibrium with the radiation field. That is not true of the B and
A rings, where the unlit sides radiate at a much higher temperature than would be expected if
they were in equilibrium with small amount of radiation that penetrates through the ring.
The heat transport within the C ring and Cassini Division are thought to be similar, though
the C ring is always warmer than the Cassini Division due to its proximity to Saturn; similarly,
the A and B ring temperatures are comparable, and at most epochs the lit B ring is warmer
than the lit A ring due to their relative distances from Saturn. This Saturn-shine effect is at a
minimum for the current data because at solstice the solar flux is large compared to the Saturn-
shine, so that the lit A ring temperatures are comparable to those in the B ring. Details of
the effect of Saturn-shine on the heating have been studied using the radial dependence of
temperature at Saturn Equinox when solar flux is nearly zero (81), where the effect of reduced
mutual shadowing between particles in the optically thinner rings could be modeled directly,
given details of the incident flux.
Within each ring, the temperature difference between the lit and unlit face correlates to some
extent with optical depth, although the actual magnitudes of the temperatures differ between
rings. The correlatIons are shown graphically in Fig. S8, and discussed below with reference
to Fig. 7. In the thick rings this effect has been noted before, and depends at least partially
on efficiency of heat transport across the rings (82, 83). Detailed models indicate contributions
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to these broad trends from a positive correlation between albedo and optical depth across the
rings (84), of a nature consistent with preferential darkening of optically thinner rings due to
meteoritic bombardment (45). The new observations at high spatial resolution show that, at
finer scale, this correlation (of thermal gradient with optical depth) is not everywhere consistent,
possibly due to local variations in ring structure and particle properties.
The temperature difference between the lit and unlit faces of the B ring correlates with op-
tical depth, due mostly to variation on the unlit face. This could be caused by mutual collisions
between particles in high optical depth regions hampering heat transport. Observational studies
have shown that the thermal transmittance of the B ring correlates inversely with optical with
optical depth (82). Transport models of the B ring based on effective medium theory indicate
that if heat transport by the vertical motion of particles is negligible, then the observed corre-
lation of the ring thermal gradient with optical depth can be explained only if the increase in
optical depth is due to a vertically thicker ring and not to a larger filling factor (83).
Fig. 7 indicates that in the A ring, the correlation of temperature differential with optical
depth is consistent from the inner A ring to the flat outer regions, but there is a reverse in
this trend in several locations where unlit-side temperatures of the A ring have local maxima
correlating with the halos of the strongest density waves (Janus 4:3, 5:4, 6:5 and Mimas 5:3) and
bending waves (Mimas 5:3). This decreases the temperature difference, even though the optical
depths of these resonant locations are higher than the surrounding regions. This effect may be
due to enhanced vertical heat transport or particle spin rates as a result of increased stirring
of the ring particles in these regions. On the lit side of the rings, no temperature differences
between the resonant locations and their surrounding regions are seen.
Correlations between temperature gradient and optical depth are not obvious in C ring and
Cassini Division, partially due to the lower signal-to-noise in those regions. There appear to be
dips in the unlit side temperature within at least the largest plateaux. In contrast to the B and
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A rings where the lit side temperature varies little, there are features in the lit side temperature
of the C ring, but these do not correlate well with the optical depth. The net result is that there
is either a weak correlation or none between optical depth and temperature difference in the
optically thin regions, and that other effects seem to be important here. Temperature maxima
near the largest plateaux could be associated with mutual heating between particles (84), or
could be associated with radial variations in particle properties or ring structure, the presence
of which are hinted at by the streaky texture seen in images of the C ring plateaux.
Measurements by VIMS of the wavelength of the broad continuum peak around ∼ 3.6 µm
can be used to infer the surface temperature of water ice. This method is applicable to ring
particles, for which water ice is the dominant endmember (53). Spatial and temporal variations
of the temperature as derived by this method are seen in the RGO and GF lit side data. For
most of the A ring, this peak was found at about 3.58 µm, corresponding to T ∼ 88 K, with
lower temperatures in the outermost parts of the ring. The same temperature prevails inward
to the mid-B ring, but increases to T ∼ 107 K (peak at 3.60 µm) in the inner B ring. In the
C ring and Cassini Division, the 3.6 µm reflectance peak is faint and distorted by saturnshine,
making temperature retrieval uncertain. However, data collected before the GF (53) have shown
systematically higher temperatures; the inner C ring is 30 K warmer than the B ring, and the
Cassini Division is 20 K warmer than the outer A ring. These VIMS results mirror the large-
scale variations in mean albedo and optical depth, in the sense that the particles are colder
where these quantities are higher. Furthermore, with the exception of the Cassini Division, the
ring temperature decreases with distance from Saturn (53). However, the temperatures inferred
by VIMS are generally higher than those measured by CIRS. Different depths to which ring
particles are penetrated by the radiation measured by VIMS (∼1 mm) and CIRS (&10 mm)




We have reported imaging and spectral observations of Saturn’s rings taken during the final year
of the Cassini mission. The rings are sculpted by embedded masses, producing structure visible
down to our resolution limit. Correlations of spectral properties and temperature with optical
depth is tight at many locations, while exceptions are found in certain regions already known to
be enigmatic. Some spectral variations may be due to local variations in optical depth, rather
than being solely due to particle composition or regolith grain size. Sharply stratified variations
in particle properties, possibly including regolith character and bulk porosity as well as the
distribution of particle sizes, likely play a role in producing many of the structures described
here, and in some cases may supplant variations in surface mass density as the dominant effect.
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Figure 1: Embedded moons cause structure in the main rings. (a) False-color image mosaic
(4) showing Daphnis in the Keeler gap on the lit side of the rings, with three wavecrests of the
structure raised by Daphnis in the gap’s outer edge. Each successive wavecrest from right-to-
left is older, having elapsed an additional orbital period (∼13 hr) since its close approach to
Daphnis. The direction to Saturn is up, and the orbital direction is to the right. A thin strand
of material (indicated by arrow) is present in the gap to the lower-left of Daphnis, and there is
intricate structure in the third wavecrest downstream. The box on the left-hand side indicates
the approximate footprint of the image in panel b. (b) A further closeup of the third wavecrest,
on the unlit side of the rings. (c) Propellers in the Propeller Belts of the mid-A ring on the
unlit side of the rings. The large multi-banded structure across the center of the panel is the
Prometheus 9:8 spiral density wave. (d) The propeller Ble´riot on the unlit side of the rings.

















Figure 2: Belts of textures in the main rings. A strip along the bottom of every panel has
been filtered by subtracting the average radial profile of the image, so that local structures and
textures are more visible. All images in this figure show the lit side of the rings (4). (a) Straw-
like clumps in the troughs of the strong Janus 6:5 density wave in the outer A ring. (b) Straw
in the troughs of the Prometheus 26:25, 27:26, and 28:27 density waves (left-to-right) in the
outer A ring. (c) Straw-like texture in one radial band of the inner A ring but not surrounding
regions. (d) Feathery texture in some radial bands of the outer B ring (especially those with
lower brightness in the main part of the image) but not surrounding regions. (e) Plateau P1 and
its environs in the C ring, with three different textures in close proximity to each other.
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Figure 3: Mini-jets and other structures in the F ring. A high resolution mosaic (4) of the
F ring core region showing evidence for a population of small objects, their evolution, and
a possible narrow component. (a) Context mosaic. White boxes indicate the regions shown
in the other panels. (b) Enlarged portion of panel (a), showing a linear feature near the core
with a contrast-enhanced inset showing a faint, linear feature below it. (c) Enlarged portion of
panel (a), showing a mini-jet emerging ∼10 km from the core with evidence of a narrow ring
component parallel to and below the core. There is also evidence of a fan-shaped structure (4)
to the left, characteristic of an embedded object on an eccentric orbit. (d) Enlarged portion of
panel (a), with a region immediately above the core (indicated by the white rectangle) selec-
tively contrast enhanced to bring out faint features. Several mini-jets (black arrows) emerge
from the core, leaving trails that extend between ∼7 km (left) and ∼14 km (right) from the
core. There is also evidence that the mini-jets originate in a narrow ring component parallel to
the core but∼10 km below it (white arrows). (e) Same as panel (d), except portion of a different
image mosaic of the same region, taken 85 minutes later. Although the resolution is poorer, the
evolution of the mini-jets is evident, having doubled in length and undergone Keplerian shear.
The dashed lines in (d) and (e) indicate longitudes where adjacent images overlap, leading to
the production of slight offsets in the mosaics. The white arrows on (c) and (d) indicate the
location of the narrow component.
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Figure 4: Color images of the B and A rings. (a) The inner-central B Ring, covering the region
from 98600 to 105500 km from Saturn’s center at about 3 km px−1. The top panel is a context
image in black-and-white, while the middle and bottom panels are (respectively) true-color and
enhanced-color versions. (b) The mid- and outer-A ring (4). Fig. S10 shows the same region,
as observed by VIMS.
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Figure 5: Near-IR spectral scans. VIMS radial scans across the lit side of the main rings,
displayed as false-color images. (a) The scan obtained on Rev 262, on 21 February 2017. (b)
An enlarged view of the outer 2/3 of the B ring, and Cassini Division. (c) The scan obtained
on Rev 287, on 7 August 2017. The scale bars indicate the average radial scale for each scan,
though in both cases the true scale varies across the scan due to the varying projected radial
velocity of the spacecraft. On Rev 262 the velocity was a maximum in the B ring and the radial
scale is compressed there by ∼15%. On Rev 287, the velocity decreased from right-to-left by
∼30% and the scale in the C ring is correspondingly stretched out.
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Figure 6: Radial profiles of spectral parameters. Data shown here are from the VIMS lit-side
scan on Rev 287. Vertical dotted lines indicate (as labeled) the locations of density waves or of
boundaries between ring regions including the A, B, and C rings and the B ring subregions B1
through B4. (a) Reflectivity of the rings at continuum wavelengths of 0.55 and 1.8 µm, with
the locations of major ring boundaries and the strongest density waves identified by vertical
dotted lines. (b) Fractional depths of the water ice bands at 1.55, 2.0 and 3.6 µm in orange,
red, and black, respectively, as well as the 0.35− 0.55 µm and 0.55− 0.85 µm slopes in green
and blue (see text for definitions). (c) Optical depth profile of the rings obtained from a VIMS
occultation of the star γ Crucis on Rev 082 (52,70). Versions of this figure that zoom on the A,
mid-B, and outer-C rings (respectively) are included as Figs. S9, S10, and S11.
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Figure 7: Radial temperature profiles. Observations by CIRS of the lit (red) and unlit (blue)
faces of (a) the C ring, (b) the B ring, and (c) the Cassini division and the A ring. The black
curve shows, for context, the optical depth measured by Cassini UVIS (8) and smoothed over
a radial extent comparable to the typical CIRS footprint size. The vertical dotted lines show
locations of prominent features: the plateaux in the C ring and the Cassini Division and the
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Dates with form YYYY-DDD are in day-of-year (DOY) format, in which days are numbered
sequentially rather than being cited by month. Observation times are given in Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC).
ISS images were calibrated using the CISSCAL software package (5), which is available
from the NASA Planetary Data System at https://pds-rings.seti.org/cassini/iss/software.html
The ISS instrument had two components, a Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) and a Wide Angle
Camera (WAC).
The color mosaic shown in Fig. 1a was created by combining images from the Rev 257
DAPHNIS observation. Colors obtained at lower resolution were overlaid onto higher-resolution
black-and-white images. The colors derive from the IR3, Green, and UV3 filters on Cassini’s
ISS camera, so Fig. 1a is not a true-color image but rather enhanced color.
Observation details for the remainder of Fig. 1 are as follows: (b) Image N1863268347, at
0.16 km px−1. (c) A portion of image N1871322544, at 0.39 km px−1. (d) A portion of image
N1870702753, at 0.50 km px−1. (e) A portion of image N1868838859, at 0.67 km px−1.
Observation details for Fig. 2 are as follows: (a) Image N1870075955, at 0.52 km px−1.
(b) Image N1870076370, at 0.47 km px−1. (c) Image N1866983227, at 0.41 km px−1. (d) Image
N1862643689, at 0.63 km px−1. (e) Image N1875233884, at 0.33 km px−1.
Figs. 3a through 3d have resolution ∼1.05 km px−1 in the radial direction, while Fig. 3e
has resolution ∼1.60 km px−1 in the radial direction. The context mosaic (Fig. 3a) covers 4◦
of longitude (∼10,000 km) and is composed of 13 ISS NAC images obtained on 2017 July 13.
The radial width is 200 km.
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The images in Fig. 4a are from the HRESCOLBC mosaic taken by the Cassini Imaging
Science Subsystem (ISS) during Rev 282, on 2017-187 (July 6, 2017), with phase angle α =
109◦, solar elevation angle B′ = 26.7◦, and spacecraft elevation angle B = 35◦. The middle
panel of Fig. 4a is a near-true-color set, constructed from Cassini’s Red, Green, and Blue filters.
Figure 4b shows a three-color composite from the observation RADCOLOR, taken during
Rev 00A on 2004-298 (October 24, 2004). The radial resolution at the ring ansa is 13 km px−1.
The phase angle α = 48◦, solar elevation angle B′ = −23.6◦, and spacecraft elevation an-
gle B = −7.5◦, looking at the lit face. The specific images used were N1477310577(RED),
N1477310627(GRN), and N1477310544 (BL1). The images were calibrated and geometri-
cally corrected with the standard CISSCAL code to I/F , converted to tiff format, and aligned
by hand as (respectively) RGB channels in Photoshop, with subsequent adjustments made to
accentuate relative color contrast.
In Fig. 5, the false-color coding is red = 2.02 µm, green = 1.78 µm and blue = 1.27 µm.
Further details are as follows: (a) This image from Rev 262 is 935 by 64 pixels in size, with
an average radial spacing in the horizontal direction of 76 km. The data were acquired at a
spacecraft elevation angle of B ∼71◦ and a fixed phase angle of α = 62◦. The local hour angle
varied from ∼10 to ∼12 h. (c) This image from Rev 287 is 708 by 64 pixels in size, with an
average radial spacing between vertical lines of 95 km. The data were acquired at a spacecraft
elevation angle of B ∼80◦ and a fixed phase angle of α = 73◦. The local hour angle ranged
from ∼3 h in the A ring, at the start of the scan, to ∼6 h in the C ring at its end.
The data in Fig. 6a have been rebinned to a uniform sampling resolution of 20 km. The data
in Fig. 6b have been smoothed to a resolution of 100 km. The context profile in Fig. 6c has been
binned to 10 km resolution.
Processing and modelling for images of the main rings
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A radial profile can be derived from an image by azimuthally averaging pixels that fall
within radial bins (11, 63). For Figs. 2, S3, and S4, a radial profile was combined with the
geometry of the image to create a filter that was then subtracted from the image to obtain a
version emphasizing azimuthal and compact structures. This radially filtered image is shown
below the unfiltered image (included for context).
The 41 propellers identified in image N1871322544 (Fig. 1c) were fitted to a pair of offset
two-dimensional gaussians according to a model that has been described previously (15). Re-
sults are listed in Table S1 and plotted in Fig. S1. The center of the model structure is given
in terms of both image coordinates (line and sample, which are respectively the vertical and
horizontal coordinates in pixels, as measured from the image’s top-left corner) and the radius
and longitude within the ring plane. The azimuthal and radial dimensions of the fitted two-
dimensional gaussians are a and b, respectively. The azimuthal and radial offsets between the
centers of the fitted two-dimensional gaussians are ∆` and ∆r, respectively.
Processing and modelling for images of the F ring
The mosaics in Figs. 3a through 3d are derived from the observation HIRESAFRG001 in
Rev 283, obtained on 2017 July 13. The original sequence consisted of 81 NAC images using
clear filters, each with an exposure duration of 1.2 s, covering 24.7◦ degrees of co-rotating
longitude (based on an F ring mean motion of 581.96◦/d with an epoch of 2007 January 1
at 12:00 UTC). The mean longitudinal coverage of each image was 0.43◦. Each image was
reprojected with respect to an F ring core model (85, their Table 3, Fit 11). The final scale
was 0.003◦ px−1 in longitude and 1 km px−1 in radius. The mosaic in Fig. 3a was cropped to
show only the region between co-rotating longitudes 271.5◦ at the left and 275.5◦ at the right,
covering 13 images. The radial extent is 200 km centered on the approximate location of the
core and increasing in radius from the planet in the vertical direction. In Fig. 3a the faint ring
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above the core and almost parallel to it is a sheared jet resulting from a collision elsewhere in
the core. There is another, fainter sheared jet below the core and angled to it, meeting the core
at approximately the location of the disturbed region shown in Fig. 3b. There is longitudinal
smearing of 1− 2 pixels in this mosaic.
Fig. 3b is an enlargement of a region (∼0.67◦ by 100 km) to the left of the main mosaic with
a selected, inset enhancement highlighting a longitudinal feature ∼0.05◦ (∼100 km) in extent
located ∼55 km below the core, interpreted to contain a set of objects that have just collided
with the F ring core. The enhancement also shows evidence of faint material connecting these
objects to the core region. This is similar to previously observed structures (35) and complex
mini-jets (34).
Fig. 3c is an enlargement of a section (∼0.67◦ by 100 km) of the core to the right of center.
It shows a prominent mini-jet extending ∼10 km from the outer edge of the core. The mini-
jet itself seems to originate from a narrow ring component that appears to be parallel to the
core but ∼10 km closer to the planet. Left of the mini-jet is evidence for a faint fan structure
extending over ∼0.3◦ indicative of the presence of an embedded object on an orbit with a
relative eccentricity with respect to the core (35, their Fig. 3; 86, their Fig. 13.29).
Fig. 3d is an enhanced enlargement of a section (∼0.83◦ by 60 km) at the right side of the
mosaic. As with Fig. 3c, there is some evidence of a narrow component parallel to the core
but below it. Several mini-jets protruding from the outer edge of the core extend by radial
distances from the core edge ranging from ∼7 km (at the left) to ∼14 km (at the right). The
mini-jets themselves may originate at the location of the narrow component, located ∼10 km
from the core closer to the planet. We interpret the objects forming the synchronised mini-jets
to be made from loose agglomerations of material brought together under the perturbing effect
of Prometheus (87). Prometheus and collisions with the core can also play a role in disrupting
these objects but, to a first approximation, the disrupted pieces will maintain orbits close to their
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original ones with perhaps small changes in semi-major axis leading to the constituent particles
drifting with respect to one another. This in turn leads to the appearance of objects following
similar trajectories as they cross the core.
Fig. 3e is an enhanced enlargement of a section (∼0.83◦ by 60 km) produced from images in
the same observation, HIRESAFRG001 in Rev 283, but taken ∼85 min after the mosaic shown
in Figs. 3a through 3d. The full mosaic consisted of 41 NAC ISS images covering approximately
the same range of co-rotating longitude. The mean longitudinal coverage of each image was
0.66◦. A subset of 9 images covering co-rotating longitudes between 271.5◦ and 275.5◦ was
taken and then a section of that was then used for a direct comparison with the core shown in
Fig. 3d. Although the resolution is worse (1.60 km/pixel in the radial direction compared with
1.05 km px−1 in the original) it is sufficient to see that the same mini-jets can be identified and
their orbital evolution observed. All mini-jet features have approximately doubled in length and
undergone keplerian shear making them lean towards the left (lower co-rotating longitudes).
The calculated velocities of ∼1.4 m s−1 are consistent with those of the previously-described
mini-jets (34). A similar lengthening and shearing process is seen to occur to the prominent
mini-jet originally seen in Fig. 3c. It is not possible to resolve the narrow ring component in
any section of the later mosaic.
The velocities of the mini-jets in the radial direction were calculated by measuring the ra-
dial distances covered in the 85-minute time interval between the detections shown in Figs. 3d
and 3e, each of which consists of a radial reprojection. This provides no information about
azimuthal velocities.
Monte Carlo models of scattering in closely-packed rings
We have made a preliminary assessment as to which of the various possibilities is the most
plausible cause of the correlation of ring color with local optical depth, which is observed all the
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way down to the resolution limit of a few km (Fig. 4a). To do this, we have used Monte Carlo
ray tracing models of nonclassical, closely-spaced particles with realistic size distributions.
This technique has been described previously (40, 73). It has been tested thoroughly against
classical results in the limit where they should be valid, namely low optical depth and volume
density (45). It has also been validated against published models (73) in the nonclassical regime
of high optical depth and volume density, where there is no closed-form solution. Rather than
assuming an isotropic (Lambertian) phase function as in previous work, we employ a particle
roughness/shadowing parameter S, which parameterizes the phase function and albedo of the
particles. The operation of this parameter has been described previously (76). Fig. S6 shows
that, for the viewing geometry of Fig. 4a, multiple scattering increases with optical depth and
with particle reflectance, for all values of S.






where (I/F )total is the total ring I/F and (I/F )ss is the single-scattering component of the
I/F , for four different values of S. The multiple scattering contribution is thus (RI/F − 1)
times as large as the singly-scattered contribution. This is all we need for a preliminary assess-
ment, since Fig. S6 shows that all particle roughnesses share a common qualitative behavior.
At this moderately high phase angle, the figure shows the multiple scattering contribution in-
creasing dramatically with increasing normal reflectance of the particle surfaces; the effect is
also stronger at higher optical depths. The effect of local volume density D is smaller than the
optical depth or particle reflectance effects. This shows the importance of multiple scattering
for optical depths in the range found in the observed part of the rings, in this illumination and
viewing geometry. Since the individual particles are reddish (40, 43), the reflectance is higher
at long wavelengths, so the multiple scattering contribution is also higher at long wavelengths
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and optical-depth dependent (the τ = 3 curves are higher than τ = 1 curves). That is to say,
at high particle reflectance, the ring brightness is optical depth dependent. However, at short
wavelengths the particle reflectance is known to be low (40, 43); in this regime there is little or
no optical depth dependence of ring brightness. The consequence is that the rings become more
red as optical depth increases, at this part of the rings and in this geometry. This explains the
observations more naturally than other possible explanations.
Observations and modelling for UVIS occultations
The streaks seen in high-resolution ISS images of Plateau P1 are elongated and aligned to
the direction of orbital motion. In order to better understand this texture, we analyzed all 31
of the Cassini UVIS stellar occultations with B < 35◦. For an occultation, the angle of the
observer’s line of sight with respect to the ring plane is equal to both the stellar elevation angle
B′ and the spacecraft elevation angle B. In our data set, B ranges from 1.2◦ to 32.1◦. The clock
angle φ for these occultations, which is the orientation of the star’s projected track on the ring
plane with respect to the radial direction, ranged from φ = 3◦− 316◦. We compared the normal
optical depth τn measured by these occultations to those computed using a self-gravity wake
model (88, 89). This model treats the ring as consisting of alternating regions of high and low
optical depth aligned to the direction of orbital motion (φ = 90◦) as seen in the ISS images. We
constrain the gap optical depth to be no greater than 0.01, based on the dark appearance of the
streaks on both the lit and unlit faces of the ring. The 31 optical depth profiles were binned to
10 km radial resolution to give average optical depths spanning many clumps and gaps at each
viewing geometry. We modeled the ring using infinitely-long rectangular slabs separated by
nearly empty gaps and found the best-fitting parameters by ray-tracing through the model ring
and matching optical depths. Model computed optical depths fit well with a reduced chi-squared
less than a homogenous ring model.
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Derivation of ring temperatures
We excluded CIRS spectra with ratio of the angular displacement of the boresight during the
signal integration to the angular size of the footprint > 0.5, to avoid smeared data. To increase
the signal-to-noise ratio, 10 nearby spectra were averaged for each pointing. The loss of the
spatial resolution due to the averaging process remains small, because the radial extent of 10
nearby pointings is smaller than each footprint size in most cases. The ring spectrum Iν as a
function of wave number ν is assumed to take the form of
Iν = βBν(T ), (S2)
where β is a scaling factor incorporating the filling factor and the effective emissivity of the ring
structure (Fig. S7),Bν(T ) is the wavenumber-dependent Planck function, and T is the represen-
tative ring temperature. The temperature T and the scaling factor β are simultaneously derived
by minimizing χ2 (80). The spectral data between 50 and 450 cm−1 (200 µm to 22 µm, which
covers the blackbody peaks for all temperatures likely to occur within Saturn’s rings) are used
for the fitting. To see correlation/anti-correlation of ring temperatures with ring optical depth, a
standard radial optical depth profile (a UVIS-measured occultation of the star β Centauri, (8))
was smoothed over the typical CIRS FP1 footprint size (84).
The observational geometries of radial scans are summarized in Table S2. For the C ring,
the B ring, and the Cassini division, we use the radial scans (L262 and U262) taken on 2017-
052 for both the lit and unlit sides. For the A ring, we use the radial scans (L268 and U268)
taken on DOY 95 in 2017 for both the lit and unlit sides. The scans L268 and U268, although
they cover only outer main rings, have spatial resolutions higher than those for L262 and U262
by a factor of ∼ 2. The observational geometries of two scans are similar to each other for
each side of rings. Since the ring opening angles during these observations were very close
to the maximum value given by the obliquity of Saturn, 26.73◦, the ring temperature at each
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observational geometry (e.g. phase angle) was also near a maximum for the mission.
Observation design and data processing for VIMS images
Observation design: Observations were made of the sunlit rings on RGO Revs 255 and 262
and on GF Rev 287, in each case starting at ∼ 4 h before periapse (P) and ending at P − 1 h.
The unlit side of the rings was observed on RGO Revs 260 and 262, starting at P + 1 h and
continuing for 2.5 hrs. In each case, the instrument stared in a fixed inertial direction while
the motion of the spacecraft carried the field of view across the rings, resulting in a single,
continuous image (referred to as a ‘noodle’). The viewing direction was within 20◦ of normal
to the ring plane for all five observations, in contrast to the relatively low values of B of the SOI
observations (41), yielding a phase angle of α ∼ 65◦ for the sunlit rings and∼ 130◦ for the unlit
rings. Table S4 lists the relevant geometric and instrumental parameters for each observation.
On Rev 262, the aim point moved outwards from the inner edge of the C ring to the F ring,
as the range from Cassini to the rings decreased from 236,000 km to 111,000 km. VIMS was
operated in its IR-high-resolution mode (90) with a corresponding radial resolution that varies
from 116 km px−1 in the inner C ring to 62 km px−1 at the F ring. Simultaneous observations
were obtained with the VIMS Visible channel (VIS), operating in its nominal (or low-resolution)
mode with a radial resolution that varies from 120 to 60 km px−1.
On Rev 287, the aim point moved inwards from the F ring to the C ring, with the range to
the rings decreasing from 194,000 km to 117,000 km. The corresponding IR radial resolution
varies from 79 km px−1 in the outer A ring to 52 km px−1 in the inner C ring. Simultaneous
observations were obtained with VIS, this time operating in its high-resolution mode with a
radial resolution that steadily improves from 32 to 20 km px−1.
A difference between the sunlit scans on Revs 262 and 287 is their azimuthal location rela-
tive to the sub-solar point on the rings: the former was made at an average solar hour angle (i.e.,
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local time) of ∼11 hrs, where saturnshine on the rings is a maximum, whereas the latter was
obtained at ∼4.5 hrs, with much less scattered light from the planet. This affects some features
in the C ring spectra.
Although VIMS usually operates as an imaging spectrometer, it does this via an internal 2D
scanning mirror (6). Typical frame times are several minutes, even for bright targets. In order to
avoid the substantial distortion and smear that would have resulted from the rapidly-changing
geometry near periapse on these orbits, the instrument was instead placed in LINE mode. In
this whisk-broom mode, the scanning mirror moves in only 1 direction, producing a sequence
of 64-pixel long lines painted on the target in a diagonal direction (91). As the instrument’s
boresight moved across the rings, the result was a single, very long, narrow image (a noodle)
spanning the entire ring system.
For all lit-side observations, integration times were 160 ms per pixel for the IR channel and
5.1 s per line for the VIS channel and the scan-line length was 64 pixels. The interval between
successive lines was 10.9 s, which together with the projected velocity of the aim point across
the rings of 7–9 km s−1, sets the radial interline spacing of 75–95 km in the noodles. Smear in
the IR observations amounts to only ∼ 1.3 km but for the visible channel it is ∼ 40 km at an
integration time of 5 sec per line, slightly larger than the VIS high-resolution pixel size.
With the exception of the scan on Rev 255, all observations were executed as planned and
successfully returned data. On Rev 255, a problem at the Deep Space Network tracking station
resulted in the central half of the scan, between the middle B ring and the inner A ring, being
lost. We therefore only analyze the complete lit-side scans on Revs 262 and 287.
Image processing: In order to convert the raw line-mode data into color images such as
those in Fig. 5, we followed the following steps. Individual lines were first converted to I/F
spectra using the standard VIMS pipeline calibration procedure (92), modified to use a refined
background correction specific to noodle mode. As described above, individual lines were then
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assembled into a single noodle image with no geometric corrections or re-interpolation. A
standard de-spiking algorithm was employed to remove charged-particle and γ-ray hits from
Cassini’s radioactive power units. A color composite version of the image was then created
using wavelengths of 2.02 µm (red), 1.78 µm (green), and 1.27 µm (blue), chosen to emphasize
the variations in the IR spectrum across the rings. The red channel corresponds to the center
of a strong water ice absorption band, while the blue channel corresponds to a much weaker
water ice band. The green channel is a continuum wavelength. Finally, a square-root histogram
stretch was applied to the data in order to emphasize variations in the fainter parts of the rings,
especially the inner C ring, at the expense of the bright B ring.
For the Rev 262 data, we inserted an additional filtering step using the Minimum Noise
Fraction algorithm (93) in order to remove a linear trend in color across the rings; no such trend
was seen in the Rev 287 data. This had the effect of removing a bluish tone in the C ring and
making the two noodle images more similar in overall color.
Spectral processing: To produce the plots of spectral parameters in Fig. 6 and Figs. S9–
S11, we again started with the raw line-mode data, background-subtracted to remove instru-
mental dark current and thermal background, and first applied the standard VIMS flux calibra-
tion (92) to convert the measured counts to ring reflectivity, expressed as I/F . A despiking
algorithm was then applied to remove charged-particle hits. The calibrated observations were
geometrically navigated using the appropriate Cassini SPICE kernels (94) to predict the loca-
tions of various standard ring features in the individual line-mode images, based on the feature
radii of (95). After any necessary small adjustments were made to the predicted pointing, the
radius of each pixel was calculated, taking into account a known offset of ∼ 2 pixels between
the pointing of the IR and VIS channels.
The I/F spectra for all pixels were then sorted by ring radius and grouped into a uniform
set of bins at 20 km intervals, and eventually used to calculate an average spectrum for each
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bin. With 3500 radial bins across 70,000 km and a total of 708 64-pixel lines across the rings,
an average of ∼ 12 pixels contributed to the final average spectrum for each bin. Selected
small groups of spectral channels were then used to calculate band depths for each radial bin,
focussing on the water ice bands at 1.55 and 2.0 µm and the spectral peak at 3.6 µm.
Water-ice band depths DB are calculated using the standard formula (96):
DB = 1− S(λ0)
S(ref)
, (S3)
where S(λ0) is the I/F at the bottom of the band and S(ref) = [S(λ1)+S(λ2)]/2 is an average
of the I/F values at reference wavelengths on either side of the band. Typically, we use the
mean of 3−6 adjacent spectral channels to evaluate S(λi), while avoiding known ‘hot’ channels.
The strengths of the water ice bands measured here, including the height of the peak at
3.6 µm, are sensitive to both the level of non-icy contamination within the water ice grains
and to the regolith grain size, either of which can affect the path length of photons through
the water ice (97). The band depths can also be affected by inter-particle scattering, which is
chiefly important at high phase angles because of the strongly-backscattering nature of the ring
particles’ phase function (62).
The Visible channel data were processed in essentially the same manner, though the longer
integration time means that these data are somewhat smeared in radius compared with the IR
data (see above). In this wavelength region the derived spectral indicators are slopes rather than
band depths. Following (57), we define the 0.35− 0.55 µm slope (referred to by some authors
as the blue slope) as
0.35− 0.55 µm slope = 1− S(0.35)
S(0.55)
, (S4)
where S(0.35) and S(0.55) are the I/F values at 0.35 µm and 0.55 µm, respectively, as calcu-
lated from a linear fit to this spectral interval. We define the 0.55 − 0.85 µm slope (referred to
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by some authors as the red slope) as
0.55− 0.85 µm slope = S(0.85)
S(0.55)
− 1, (S5)
where S(0.55) and S(0.85) are the fitted I/F values at 0.55 µm and 0.85 µm, respectively. The
0.55 − 0.85 µm slopes are generally close to zero and show relatively little variability across
the rings, so are omitted from Fig. S10
Supplementary Text
Interpretation and discussion for images of the main rings
It was previously known that several ring properties are altered not only within the largest
density waves in Saturn’s rings but also in the regions surrounding them (33, 51–53, 57). The
occurrence of propellers is among these properties, as they are missing from the halo regions
surrounding the strongest density waves (15).
We find that, for moderately-sized density waves such as Prometheus 9:8 (Figs. 1c and S1,
Table S1), propellers are present not only in the regions surrounding the wave but also in the
innermost and outermost portions of the wave itself, though they are missing from the central
part of the wave. A straightforward interpretation is that there are processes in the central parts
of density waves that either destroy propellers or make them less visible, and that these effects
extend far beyond the wave itself for the strongest waves but do not even extend to the margins
of the wave for moderately-sized waves.
Furthermore, the size distribution of the propellers is perturbed in the regions on the margins
of the wave, where they are present.
The most diagnostic measure of propeller size is ∆r, which has a linear relation to the
size of the moonlet causing the propeller-shaped disturbance (23). This quantity is plotted in
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Fig. S1c, for propellers identified in image N1871322544. In unperturbed ring regions within
this image, the propeller population is dominated by values of ∆r between 0.15 km and 0.4 km,
with smaller numbers of propellers that are respectively larger and smaller than that range.
This is especially true in the regions outward of 129,070 km, where larger numbers make the
statistics more robust. However, in the innermost regions of the Prometheus 9:8 density wave,
larger propellers are more numerous than medium-sized propellers, and smaller propellers are
absent. Conversely, in the outermost regions of the same wave, smaller propellers are nearly as
numerous as medium-sized propellers, and larger propellers are nearly absent.
Interpretation and discussion for UVIS occultations and related models
For Plateau P1 we find the height-to-wavelength ratio of the clumps to be H/λ ∼ 0.015,
an average width-to-wavelength ration of W/λ ∼ 0.039, and an average optical depth of the
gaps of τgap ∼ 0.001, where H is the vertical thickness of the ring, W is the average with of
the gaps, S is the average separation of the gaps and λ = W + S is the radial wavelength of
the gap pattern. This model is in contrast with the self-gravity wake parameters of the A and
B rings, where the narrow features are opaque clumps. This difference indicates that a different
mechanism is creating the low optical depth regions, perhaps by perturbations from particularly
massive ring particles (31). Model-derived optical depths which produced these best-fitting
parameters and optical depths measured by the UVIS stellar occultations of Plateau P1 are
compared in Fig. S5. Combining the best-fitting model parameters with the autocorrelation
length in P1 from occultation optical depth profiles, λ ∼ 695 m gives S ∼ 668 m, W ∼ 27 m,
and H ∼ 11 m.
Temperature difference between the lit and unlit sides
Figure S8 shows temperature variations across the ring plane as a function of optical depth.
The lit-side temperature is greater than the unlit-side temperature for all points in the rings. The
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temperature difference overall increases with optical depth, as little sunlight reaches the unlit
side of optically thick rings.
The temperature differences between the lit and unlit sides of the inner A ring (from 122,000 km
to 124,000 km from Saturn’s center) are larger than those for the inner B ring (from 92,000 km
to 99,000 km from Saturn’s center) although the optical depths of these two regions are sim-
ilar to each other This regional difference has many possible causes, including the different
particle size distributions, vertical dynamics, differences in Saturn heating, and differences in
self-gravity wakes. Occultations of Cassini’s radio signal, as measured from Earth, revealed that
the size distribution of the inner A ring is narrower than that for the B1 ring (39). This means
that small particles are more abundant in the latter region. Spins of small particles are expected
to be fast (98). Fast rotators tend to reduce the temperature difference across the ring (84).
For optically thin rings (the C ring and the Cassini Division), the higher lit-side temperatures
than the unlit-side temperatures could be caused by the fact that the phase angles for the lit
side are lower than those for the unlit side. Models indicate that the phase dependence of
temperature is dependent on particle spin, with small fast rotators tending to reduce the phase
dependence (84). If so, then a higher abundance of small fast rotators in the C ring, compared
to the Cassini Division, could account for the relatively smaller temperature differences in the
C ring.
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Figure S1: Population statistics in the Propeller Belts. (a) Radial profile of im-
age N1871322544 (Fig. 1c), including the Prometheus 9:8 spiral density wave between ap-
proximately 128,940 and 129,070 km. (b) Size of propellers identified in image N1871322544,
in terms of the radial offset ∆r (Table S1). Dotted horizontal and vertical lines indicate the bins
in size and location (respectively) used to generate the following plot. (c) Number of propellers
belonging to each of three bins in size (see legend) at each bin in location.
17
50	km	
Figure S2: Two sides of the same propeller. Reprojected versions of images (a) N1866363047
and (b) N1866370342, showing the propeller Santos-Dumont on the lit and unlit sides of the
rings, respectively. The unreprojected resolutions of the images are 0.53 and 0.41 km px−1,
respectively. They have been reprojected to the same resolution, for comparison.
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100	km	
Figure S3: Belts of textures in the outer Cassini Division. A portion of image N1862642699,
showing locations in the outer Cassini Division on the lit side of the rings at 0.69 km px−1. As
in Fig. 2, a strip through the middle has been filtered by subtracting the average radial profile of





Figure S4: Textures in the C ring. A portion of image N1874678736, showing Plateau P5 in
the C ring on the unlit side of the rings at 0.44 km px−1. As in Fig. 2, a strip through the middle
has been filtered by subtracting the average radial profile of the image, so that local structures
and textures are more visible.
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Figure S5: Model-determined and measured UVIS normal optical depth in Plateau P1.
The results shown here minimize the reduced chi-squared statistic, χ2 ∼ 1.3. The best-fitting










Figure S6: The four panels show the I/F ratio RI/F , calculated at the illumination and viewing
geometry of Fig. 4a (phase angle α = 111◦, solar elevation angleB′ = 26◦, spacecraft elevation
angle B = 41◦). The normal reflectance on the horizontal coordinate (the angle-integrated
reflectance of a smooth facet of the same surface material) is closely related to the particle
spherical albedo (76). Each panel is for a different surface roughness/shadowing parameter S,
where the ring particles are in the range of S = 0.8, depending on wavelength (43). The curves
are labeled by their optical depth τ and particle volume density D.
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Figure S7: Radial profiles of thermal infrared properties. Data from the CIRS lit (red) and
unlit-side (blue) scans on Rev 262. The upper panel shows the integrated flux σSBβT 4, where
σSB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, with the vertical dotted lines indicating the locations of
the ring boundaries, the strongest density waves, and two prominent features in the C ring and
the Cassini Division (plateau P5 and the tri-hump region ER17). The middle panel shows the
scaling factor β along with a normal optical depth profile obtained from a UVIS occultation
of the star β Centuri on Rev 077, smoothed at a radial resolution of 10 km. The bottom panel
shows the effective temperature T . β and T are simultaneously obtained from fitting the Planck
function, see Eq. S2.
23
Figure S8: Temperature difference across the ring plane. Data plotted as a function of
optical depth. Individual rings are identified by color: A ring in red (plus signs); B ring in blue
(triangles); C ring in orange (filled circles); Cassini Division in green (diamonds).
24
Figure S9: Radial profiles of spectral parameters: A ring. As in Fig. 6, but zoomed to show
the vicinity of the A ring.
25
Figure S10: Radial profiles of spectral parameters: B2 ring region. As in Fig. 6, but zoomed
to show the B2 region of the B ring (the same region covered in Fig. 4a). The green curve
(0.55− 0.85 µm slope) is omitted because it is essentially zero and therefore off-scale.
26
Figure S11: Radial profiles of spectral parameters: outer C ring. As in Fig. 6, but zoomed








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table S2: Geometry data of CIRS radial scans. Date is year and day of year, Rings is the
rings covered by each scan, δa is the radial extent of the footprint projected on the ring plane,
B′ is the solar elevation angle, B is the spacecraft elevation angle, α is the phase angle, L is
the local hour angle of ring particles around Saturn with the origin at the midnight, LS/C is the
spacecraft local hour angle around the footprint, and RS/C is the spacecraft distance from the
ring in units of Saturn’s equatorial radius, RSat. All the values are mean values for each scan.
Scan Date Rings δa B′ B α L LS/C RS/C
(km) (degs) (degs) (degs) (degs) (degs) (RSat)
Lit face
L262 2017-052 C, B, CD 795 26.70 71.09 62.06 179.64 98.65 3.39
L268 2017-095 A 363 26.72 78.86 56.00 182.23 140.22 1.63
Unlit face
U262 2017-052 C, B, CD 632 26.70 -74.64 128.84 227.55 325.00 2.78
U268 2017-095 A 338 26.72 -82.89 120.95 212.27 260.51 1.47
29
Table S3: Names of prominent features and their locations. Widths are also shown for
plateaux. The data for the plateaux are from (66). The data for the density waves are from (99).















Janus 4:3 DW 125266
Janus 5:4 DW 130700
Mimas 5:3 BW 131898
Mimas 5:3 DW 132295
Janus 6:5 DW 134264
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Table S4: List of VIMS ring spectral observations during the RGO and GF orbits. Ge-
ometric data for VIMS radial scans. Obs ID is the Cassini observation identifier. The date is
given as year and day of year, Dur is the observation duration, including turns, and Range is the
distance of Cassini from the ring target. B and α are the spacecraft elevation angle and phase
angle at the observation point, which are constant across each scan. Dir’n specifies the direction
of the scan across the rings: inwards or outwards, and H.A. is the (range of) local hour angles
observed, where 0h = midnight and 12h = noon. vrad is the projected velocity of the VIMS pixel
across the rings, in the radial direction. Pixels indicates the length of each scan line, tline the
duration of a scan line, and Lines the total number of lines in the scan. ∆r is the average radial
spacing between successive lines.
Obs-ID Date Dur. Range B α Dir’n H.A. vrad pixels tline Lines ∆r
(year-day) (h:mm) (103 km) (deg) (deg) (hr) (km/s) (sec) (km)
VIMS-255RI-COMPLITB 2017-002 3:00 212-80 73 56 out 10-12 7.0 64 10.9 512 76
VIMS-260RI-COMPDRK 2017-038 2:30 111-209 74 129 in ∼ 15 -7.0 32 5.7 1318 40
VIMS-262RI-COMPLITB 2017-052 3:00 236-111 71 62 out 10-12 7.0 64 10.9 935 76
VIMS-262RI-COMPDRK 2017-052 2:30 104-199 74 129 in ∼ 14 -7.0 32 5.7 1483 40
VIMS-287RI-COMPLITB 2017-219 2:53 194-117 80 73 in 3-6 -8.9 64 10.9 708 95
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